Worldwide Engineering
Excelerate is an international defense market solutions provider with deep roots in technology
and its application to defense systems. Our team of engineering personnel along with strong
support from our defense system community provides the basis for engaging the technical
opportunities presented in the global market.
Our international customer base spans the globe with engineering solutions that incorporate
the latest in technology to include sensors, systems, simulations, and technical training.
Coupling our depth in technology and engineering with the capability to satisfy the ITAR
requirements and experience in international business provides Excelerate the leverage required
to be successful around the globe.
International Systems: Excelerate responds to international defense system opportunities as
systems engineer, integrator, and developer for customers wanting a U.S. based solution. We
establish the necessary technical team to satisfy the requirements in providing a timely and cost
effective solution to the international customer. Contact us if you want to get involved.
Subject Matter Facilitator: Excelerate provides a conduit for international customers and US
experts to work together safely in the boundaries allowed by the ITAR. You as the instructor
provide the teaching materials and onsite instruction and Excelerate provides the business and
exporting framework for a successful defense tutorial event.
U.S. Products: Excelerate applies our technical capability and international defense business
knowledge to support U.S. contractors and their defense products into the global marketplace.
Our team of professionals can evaluate your product and position it for ITAR export approval and
identify global opportunities that fit the technology and need.
International Customers: Excelerate identifies opportunities for an international customer’s
products in the U.S. market. Often these are components and systems that
solve a unique problem or provide a new capability.
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